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thermibag palms & leaves
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thermibag double

food thermy mini palms & leaves

food thermy palms & leaves
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terra collection,
for families who love
the little details
A collection inspired by the colours
of nature
The Miniland Terra collection is made up of minimalist designs in natural
colours, to help you when feeding your baby. This Nordic-themed collection
stands out for its use of a colour range inspired by different tones found on
earth, in the sea and in nature, and will be the perfect companion in your
day to day with baby.
The Terra collection has thermos flasks for liquids and solids in the highest
quality stainless steel, to help you keep food at the perfect temperature for
longer. The matching isothermic bags make it easier to get out and about
and can be taken comfortably anywhere. Other food accessories with
airtight containers, and picnic kits complete the collection.

89464 - 89465

set 4 ocean & blush

89466

picneat ocean & blush

89462 - 89463

set 10

nutrihealthy plate

89422
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thermy 89432 | 89433 | 89434
RANGE OF LIQUID THERMOS OF 500ML WITH RUBBERY
24h

Very effective

Soft touch

Triple insulating layer

Easy pouring system

Anti-drip system

To take anywhere

Exceptional quality

Easy cleaning

Perfect for the baby’s meals

Maintains the temperature of liquids for more than 24 hours.
The Miniland thermoses are highly resistant and effective thanks to their dual steel wall
with an exclusive aluminium layer, their vacuum chamber and the double-cap system.
In two possible finishes
The 500ml liquid thermos from Miniland are available in two different finishes
depending on the parents taste. They can choose the rubbery exterior touch or the
classic metallic finish. In addition, steel thermos is suitable for dishwasher.
The baby’s meals always ready
Parents can prepare the baby’s food at home and take it anywhere, maintaining the
desired temperature for many hours.
Materials endowed with exceptional quality
Made from 18/8 steel (304 steel) which has very low thermal conductivity and very good
resistance to high temperatures, being the most appropriate material for food storage.
Easy pouring system
With thermos parents will not spill a drop of the content thanks to their easy pouring
and ‘click on, click off’ locking systems that allows to open and close the thermos with
a single finger and without the need of unscrewing the internal plug.
Detachable and easy to clean
Both the thermos cap, which can be used as a glass, and the valve are
unscrewable, facilitating the cleaning of all components. In addition, thermos
steel is suitable for dishwashers.
Bisphenol a free
100% BPA-free.
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(500ml)
89432 mauve

(500ml)
89433 ocean

Compatible with: 89452-89453

(500ml)
89434 blush

bottle 89438 | 89439 | 89440
500ML BOTTLES WITH A SOFT SPONGY FINISH
24h

Very effective

Exceptional quality

Triple insulating layer

Matching parents and baby

Anti-drip system

To take anywhere

Always a match with your baby!
Our thermos bottles are the perfect complement to our natur thermos containers,
so both moms and dads and the little ones can show up in matching style.
Natural motifs design
The natur thermos range has attractive designs inspired by nature, with two models to
satisfy the tastes of all parents, and a soft to the touch rubbery exterior. In addition, its
silicone base helps to adhere the thermos to the surfaces and prevent its fall.
Reusable and durable
Made on stainless steel, it can be reused during a long period of time, prolonging
its span life and contributing to the sustainability of the environment. This way,
parents can teach the little ones the importance of caring and respecting the world
they will live in.
Materials endowed with exceptional quality
Made from 18/8 steel (304 steel) which has very low thermal conductivity and
very good resistance to high temperatures, being the most appropriate material
for food storage.

(500ml)
89438 flowers

(500ml)
89439 palms

(500ml)
89440 leaves

Compatible with: 89452-89453
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thermy 89435 | 89436 | 89437
RANGE OF LIQUID THERMOS OF 500ML WITH RUBBERY
24h

Very effective

Soft touch

Triple insulating layer

Easy pouring system

Anti-drip system

To take anywhere

Exceptional quality

Easy cleaning

Perfect for the baby’s meals

Maintains the temperature of liquids for more than 24 hours.
The Miniland thermoses are highly resistant and effective thanks to their dual steel wall
with an exclusive aluminium layer, their vacuum chamber and the double-cap system.
In two possible finishes
The 500ml liquid thermos from Miniland are available in two different finishes
depending on the parents taste. They can choose the rubbery exterior touch or the
classic metallic finish. In addition, steel thermos is suitable for dishwasher.
The baby’s meals always ready
Parents can prepare the baby’s food at home and take it anywhere, maintaining the
desired temperature for many hours.
Materials endowed with exceptional quality
Made from 18/8 steel (304 steel) which has very low thermal conductivity and very good
resistance to high temperatures, being the most appropriate material for food storage.
Easy pouring system
With thermos parents will not spill a drop of the content thanks to their easy pouring
and ‘click on, click off’ locking systems that allows to open and close the thermos with
a single finger and without the need of unscrewing the internal plug.
Detachable and easy to clean
Both the thermos cap, which can be used as a glass, and the valve are
unscrewable, facilitating the cleaning of all components. In addition, thermos
steel is suitable for dishwashers.
Bisphenol a free
100% BPA-free.
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(500ml)
89435 flowers

(500ml)
89436 palms

Compatible with: 89452-89453

(500ml)
89437 leaves

thermibag 89452 | 89453
PRACTICAL ISOTHERMAL BAG FOR THERMOS AND BABY BOTTLES
Isolating

Convenient handle for hanging

High quality materials

Upper opening with zip

To take anywhere

Help to maintain temperature
An extra layer of insulation from the isothermal material protects them from changes
in environmental temperature and helps maintain the temperature of drinks.
A fun touch for thermos for solids and accessories in all sizes
The isothermal Thermibag covers have been designed for thermos for solids and
other accessories in all sizes up to 800ml, and they’re ideal to use with the Miniland
Thermetic and Food thermy. Their two finishes mean mum and dad can decorate
them in their chosen colours.
Resistant materials for greater protection
Made in hard-wearing materials which protect thermos from scratches, knocks and
scrapes.
Ready to take anywhere
The perfect size to take anywhere. Great for travelling or when leaving baby. The bag
also has a handle so you can hang it comfortably from your pushchair.
Zip opening at the top
With the zip-opening at the top of the isothermic bag, you can use the thermos
comfortably without having to take it out.

(500ml)
89452 palms

(500ml)
89453 leaves

Compatible with insulated bottles of: 500ml
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thermibag double 89447
DOUBLE ISOTHERMAL BAG FOR BABY BOTTLES AND THERMOS

Isolating

To take anywhere

Great capacity

Removable separator

Convenient handle for hanging

High quality materials

Upper opening with zip

Two are better than one
This isothermal bag has been designed to hold up to two baby bottles and keep the
temperature for both of them. This way parents can avoid carrying more bulk than
needed. Especially designed for twins.
Helps maintain the temperature
Thanks to its lining of insulation, the double thermibag helps conserve foods at the
ideal temperature.
Multiple uses in the same bag
It has an internal separation to prevent the rub between the two baby bottles or
thermos and increase the isolation. In addition, the separator is removable, creating a
wider compartment for bottles and other larger containers.
Bottles and accessories well protected
Made with highly durable materials to protect the bottles and keep them in suitable
conditions, as well as keep the hygiene of the accessories.
To take anywhere
The perfect size to carry anywhere. Perfect for travelling or for leaving your baby with
someone else. Furthermore, the bag has a handle so that you can hang it to the pram
with total comfort.
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food thermy mini 89443 | 89444
RANGE OF 280ML THERMOS FOR SOLID FOOD IN
RUBBERY FINISH
For any kind of food
and mushes

To take anywhere

Triple insulating layer

Easy cleaning

Exceptional quality

For all types of solid food
Ideal for the first mushes to all kinds of solid food.
Fun exterior design
Endowed with attractive colours, a fun design and soft to the touch with a rubbery exterior.
Materials endowed with exceptional quality. The best on the market!
Endowed with double steel wall and an exclusive copper layer. Made from 18/8 steel
(304 steel), which has very low thermal conductivity and very good resistance to high
temperatures. The most suitable for food storage.
Take it everywhere
Thanks to its small size, food thermos mini is ideal for transporting anywhere. The
neoprene bag is fitted with a button seal handle which allows it to be conveniently
hung on the pram. In addition, it insulates from atmospheric temperature changes,
better maintaining the temperature of hot or cold foods.
Feeding from the same recipient
With a capacity of 280ml, they are very suitable for feeding the baby directly without
needing to pour the content into a dish or plate.
Bisphenol A free
100% BPA-free.
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(280 ml)
89443 palms

(280 ml)
89444 leaves

food thermy 89445 | 89446
RANGE OF 600ML THERMOS FOR SOLID FOOD IN RUBBERY

For any kind of food
and mushes

Exceptional quality

Triple insulating layer

To take anywhere

Easy cleaning

Easy opening valve

For all types of solid food
Ideal for the first mushes to all kinds of solid food.
Materials endowed with exceptional quality. The best on the market!
Endowed with double steel wall and an exclusive aluminium layer. Made from 18/8
steel (304 steel), which has very low thermal conductivity and very good resistance to
high temperatures. The most suitable for food storage.
To take everywhere
food thermos has the perfect size to take it anywhere. The neoprene bag is fitted with a
velcro seal handle which allows it to be conveniently hung on the pram. In addition, it
insulates from atmospheric temperature changes, better maintaining the temperature
of hot or cold foods for more than 12 hours. Ensures greater safety and hygiene when
transporting food thanks to its sealing with a double-cap seal.
Feeding from the same recipient
With a large capacity (600ml), they are very suitable for feeding the baby directly
without needing to pour the content into a dish or plate.
Easy opening
The lid of food thermos includes a button to release the pressure inside of it, making
its opening much easier and more comfortable.
Bisphenol A free
100% BPA-free.

(600 ml)
89445 palms

(600 ml)
89446 leaves

Compatible with: 89481-89482
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thermibag 89481 | 89482
ISOTHERMAL FOR BABY BOTTLES AND THERMOS

Isolating

To take anywhere

Convenient handle for hanging

High quality materials

Upper opening with zip

Helps maintain the temperature
Thanks to its lining of insulation, the thermibag helps conserve foods at the ideal
temperature.
Multiple uses in the same bag
It has an internal separation to prevent the rub between the two baby bottles or
thermos and increase the isolation. In addition, the separator is removable, creating a
wider compartment for bottles and other larger containers.
Bottles and accessories well protected
Made with highly durable materials to protect the bottles and keep them in suitable
conditions, as well as keep the hygiene of the accessories.
To take anywhere
The perfect size to carry anywhere. Perfect for travelling or for leaving your baby with
someone else. Furthermore, the bag has a handle so that you can hang it to the pram
with total comfort.

89481 palms

89482 leaves

Compatible with:
thermy 89445-89446

thermy mini 89443-89444
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picneat 89462 | 89463
89462 ocean
A PRACTICAL SET OF ANATOMICAL DEVELOPMENT CUTLERY WITH
A PROTECTIVE CASE

Evolutionary

High quality materials

Soft 4m+

Hygienic case

Great capacity

To take anywhere

Rounded tips

Dishwasher safe

89463 blush
Anatomical cutlery for all your baby’s stages.
picneat consists of a soft spoon which is easy on the gums for the introduction of
food, a great capacity spoon and a round-tipped fork for greater safety.
To take anywhere always clean!
The safe-locking case ensures parents can always store the cutlery in a hygienic
manner. Moreover, this accessory allows the cutlery to be taken anywhere in the
simplest and most convenient manner.
Learning to eat on their own!
The handles are ergonomic and extremely easy and convenient for a baby´s little
hands to grasp. This excellent cutlery will help babies to practice eating on their own.
Manufactured in Spain with top-quality materials
picneat is manufactured in Spain with top-quality PP, guaranteeing the cutlery is both
highly resistant and proofed against the naughtiest toddlers. It is also BPA free.
Suitable for dishwashers
The cutlery and case may be washed in dishwashers.
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set 4 89464 | 89465
PRACTICAL ISOTHERMAL BAG WITH 2 GRADUATED AIRTIGHT CONTAINERS

Graduated

Preserves all the properties
of the food

Stackable

Perfect for freezing
and heating

High quality

Perfect for breast milk

89464 ocean

To take anywhere

In the country, at the beach or in the park
It is the perfect size to take it anywhere. In addition, the bag can be conveniently handled or
hung from the pram. Its isothermal bag will help to maintain the food temperature.
Made in Spain with exceptional quality
Two graduated airtight containers of 250 ml of capacity, made in Spain from highlyresistant materials.
For all types of solid or liquid food
Ideal for the first mushes and all kinds of solid foods, from aperitifs and snacks to desserts.
Well suited to other liquid foods such as broths, consommés or natural juices.
Conserving breast milk
Very suitable for storing breast milk, either to be drunk on the same day or for storing
for longer in the freezer.
Frozen food with every guarantee
The baby’s food is stored in the freezer and can be unfrozen or heated up in the baby
bottle warmer or microwave in the hermetic container itself.
Accurately controls the baby’s meals
The measurements on the container allow the baby’s meals to be adapted to the
baby’s needs.
Easy to clean
The bag is impermeable so it doesn’t absorb stains and can be cleaned with a damp
cloth. The hermetic containers are suitable for the dishwasher.
Thawing food
The graduated cup us ideal for the microwave, allowing food to be unfrozen in a
moment with total convenience and safety.
Bisphenol A free
100% BPA-free
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89465 blush

set 10 89466
SET OF 10 AIRTIGHT CONTAINERS I WITH 2 ANATOMICAL SPOONS

Graduated

Preserves all the properties
of the food

Stackable

Perfect for freezing and heating

High quality

Perfect for breast milk

To take anywhere

Great capacity

The baby’s meals always ready, in the country, at the beach or in the park!
Allows parents to prepare the baby’s meals at home and take them anywhere. It is the
perfect size to carry in your pocket, in any isothermal bag or fridge.
With anatomical cutlery for all baby’s development phases
It includes a soft training spoon for starting on solid food that is delicate on gums,
for babies over four months old, and another deeper and more rigid one for older
children. With an ergonomic, anatomical handle, very easy for small hands to grip,
helping the little ones start to eat independently.
To control your baby’s feeding accurately
The measures on the cup up to 250ml let you measure the amount for your baby’s
needs at all times. Furthermore, the side surface lets you write in pencil the info such
as baby’s name, the date and type of food or drink it contains for greater control.
Made in Spain with exceptional quality
The 25cl graduated containers are manufactured in Spain with high resistance
materials.
Conserving breast milk
Very suitable for storing breast milk, either for refrigerating or drinking on the same day
or for storing for longer in the freezer.
For all types of solid foods or liquids
Ideal for the first mushes and all kinds of solid foods, from aperitifs and snacks to desserts.
Well suited to other liquid foods such as broths, consommés or natural juices.
Frozen and unfrozen food with every guarantee
The baby’s food is kept in the freezer to maintain its nutritional properties, aroma and
flavour. The graduated cup is ideal for the microwave, allowing food to be unfrozen in
a moment with total comfort and safety.
For heating up anywhere
Very convenient for heating up food in the same airtight container, in any bottle
warmer, microwave or bain-marie at the very moment of the baby’s feeding time.
Bisphenol A free
100% BPA-free.
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nutrihealthy plate 89422
HARVARD PLATE FOR CHILDREN

Suitable for BLW

Dishwasher safe

Fun

Microwave

To enjoy a healthy, balanced diet
This plate shows the recommended proportions for each food group, so that little
ones can learn which food groups should be in the two main meals: lunch and dinner.
Great for mums and dads
Parents will find this plate really useful - it’s very easy for little ones to understand,
helping them to quickly become familiar with which foods are healthy, and how much
of each they should be eating.
Attractive design
So little ones will love eating with it! It’s decorated to represent foods from each of the
different groups, helping them to become familiar with each type and variety of food.
Dishwasher and microwave safe
It can be used in the dishwasher and microwave
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thermy

food thermy

food thermy mini

bottles
304 STEEL

PP

PP
SILICONE

304 STEEL
ABS
PP
SILICONE

RUBBER PAINT
304 STEEL
PP
PP
304 STEEL

SILICONE
RUBBER PAINT

PP
304 STEEL

304 STEEL

SILICONE

VACUUM CHAMBER

304 STEEL

ALUMINIUM COATING

VACUUM CHAMBER

VACUUM CHAMBER
304 STEEL

ALUMINIUM COATING
304 STEEL

COPPER COATING

304 STEEL
VACUUM CHAMBER
COPPER COATING
304 STEEL

304 STEEL
RUBBER PAINT

RUBBER PAINT

RUBBER PAINT

Liquid and solid thermos

100 ºC

Room temperature: 22ºC
Flask content: water
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food thermy
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bottles
89438 / 89439 / 89440
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57
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50 ºC
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48
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43
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40 ºC
0h

15

2h

4h

6h

8h

10 h

food thermy mini
89443 / 89444

12 h

TERMOS OF LIQUIDS
AND SOLIDS

89435 - 89436 - 89437

89432 - 89433 - 89434

89438 - 89439 - 89440

89445 - 89446

89443 - 89444

thermy 500ml

thermy 500ml

bottle 500ml

food thermy

food thermy mini

TECHNICAL FEATURES
Capacity

500ml

500ml

500ml

600ml

280ml

Double steel layer

•

•

•

•

•

Insulating aluminium layer

•

•

19.5x6.9 x6.9 cm

24.7x6.9x6.9 cm

•

Size (height x width x depth)

•

•

Insulating copper layer

26x6.5x6.5 cm

15.9x10.4x10.4 cm

ACCESSORIES
•

Click on opening

HERMETIC

•

89238-89239

89466

set 4

set 10

TECHNICAL FEATURES
4 hermetic 250ml

10 hermetic 250ml

Microwave safe

Base

Base

Dishwasher safe

•

•

Freezer safe

•

•

8.4x8.5x8.4 cm

8.4x8.5x8.4 cm

Date-stamper

•

•

Measurement markings

•

•

Quantity and capacity of the airtight containers

Size (width x height x depth)
FUNCTIONS

ACCESSORIES
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Soft spoon

•

Great capacity

•

11.5x8.2x8.2 cm

We support you along the way with any
enquiry you might have
After-sales service

Customer care service

The after-sales service of Miniland is one of our added values and a fundamental part of
our business strategy.

We advise our clients in a personalised way about all of our products and services.

We offer support tailored to the end users, quickly responding to any enquiry or incident,
thus releasing our points of sales from these procedures.
For this reason, we request that if any client requires our after-sales service, they be
encouraged to get in touch with us directly.
After-sales service +34 966 557 775
tecnico@miniland.es
Monday to Friday from 9 a.m. to 2 p.m.
Note: Direct after-sales service is only guaranteed within the Peninsula and Balearic
Islands. Other users will have to contact their local distributor.

Our team’s manner will always be intimate, agile, and suited to the needs of each client as
their orders are processed and any questions that may arise answered.
Customer care +34 965 564 950
ventas@miniland.es
Monday to Thursday from 9 a.m. to 1 p.m. and from 3 p.m. to 6 p.m.
Fridays from 9 a.m. to 2 p.m.

Pol. Ind. La Marjal I · C/ La Patronal, 10 · 03430 Onil (Alicante) SPAIN · After-sales Service+34 966 557 775 · Customer Service +34 965 564 950
minilandgroup.com

